WARNER.

Fences • Path & driveway gates • Auto-gate openers • Balustrades
Warner is a name you can trust.

For over 20 years Warner has designed, manufactured and installed stylish and innovative fences, gates and balustrades throughout New Zealand.

The Warner business is backed by New Zealand’s best practice manufacturing techniques and standards and a team of local operators who will install your fence, gate or balustrade to the highest standard.

Warner guarantees you:

- **Superb value.** Relative to the quality of the Warner product our pricing will offer you superb value.
- **Made to measure in New Zealand.** We are proud of the fact that Warner fences and gates are made in New Zealand using New Zealand made raw materials. Powder coat colour options are extensive. We will manufacture the job to best fit your application (not use what we have in stock to make do) so it looks great.
- **Best practice manufacturing.** A considerable investment with in-house manufacturing gives us confidence to say that the Warner product is made with best practice techniques throughout the world for precision cutting, welding and powder coating. Pre treatment and powder coating facilities are the latest available and all done in house. All plant is new and no expense is spared to produce it right every time.
- **Outfront design and installation.** The range of designs is extensive and outfront in the marketplace. Installation is professional and tidy by people with experience, who care.
- **The best service.** Our sales people and installers are highly motivated to give you what you want to the highest standard by being responsive and highly organised. It will then be made to measure and installed to give a great looking fence, gate or balustrade.

This catalogue will show you a selection of the Warner design options, from traditional to modern. Either way they will enhance your property and our experienced local team will give you a great result.

Whether it is around your home, at your entrance way, around your swimming pool or a commercial solution for schools, hospitals, motels, retirement homes or subdivision; call Warner. A brand you can trust to enhance your property for years to come.

Tim Austin

**CUTTING & WELDING**

**PRE-TREATING**

**POWDERCOATING**

**INSTALLING**

**WELCOME TO WARNER.**

Fences and gates enhance the value of your property and mark limits, an edge where one world ends and another begins, sealing what remains within so that it stays safe and secure.
In order to choose the fence most suitable for you, it is important that you define precisely the functions you expect it to perform. A fence can fill several functions at once; it can be both elegant and stylish, and at the same time prevent unwanted visitors from entering your property; it can hide your home and protect your privacy and at the same time be functional and un-intimidating.

By selecting the most appropriate design and style of fence and gate this will enhance the value of your property, thereby reducing the significance of the initial cost.

Warner have a solution for every property, including curves, contours, slopes, and changes in levels. Posts may be concreted into the ground or fastened onto existing concrete or timber deck. Warner Fences can incorporate Fencing and Gates between existing Masonry or Brick Pillars.

WARNER.
Garden & boundary fences
Warner are the ideal quality choice to enhance the image and value of your swimming pool. Warner provide the perfect solution to fencing swimming and spa pools utilizing designs and colours to blend into surrounding landscapes. Warner offer the design flexibility to follow curves, contours, slopes and changes in levels. Posts may be concreted into the ground or fastened onto existing concrete or timber decks.

For the ultimate in swimming pool fencing choose glass. It provides shelter from the wind while keeping the view. The Warner Spigot system is the ultimate choice. Engineered to perform, this system provides the benefit of maximum visibility and a modern contemporary look. The gate system that goes with the Warner Spigot system is the world’s best. A soft close but extremely reliable gate is a must have. Whether it is tubular fencing or glass your local Warner franchise can advise on the building requirements for your particular site. When it comes to swimming pool fencing, advice and experience can save a lot of time and hassle.

Warner Pool Fences and Gates are designed to comply with the statutory requirements regarding the Fencing of Swimming Pools Act 1987, and the NZ Standard 8500. Warner gates are installed with premium-quality Gate Hardware including Magnetic Pool Gate Latches and Self-Closing Hinges.

Your Warner franchise can provide a Pool Fence and Gate Specification to assist your local Council application at the time you obtain a free measure and quote from Warner (most New Zealand locations).
School & Childcare Fencing
Warner Security and School Fences have been installed to provide quality solutions to define and secure boundaries.

First Impression
School Frontages create a major impact on the style of the school. The first impression can affect how the parents and students feel about the image of the school.

Security Vs Cost of Fencing
Warner Security Fences can significantly reduce the vandalism repair bill for a school with a sure investment in quality fences and gates for the next few decades.

Enhancement
Warner Fences have brought many school frontages from the old look of the 70’s into the modern look of today.

Experience
Warner have extensive experience with fencing of Schools nationally as they have been selected by hundreds of Schools and Childcare facilities throughout New Zealand for the purposes of enhancement, protecting the children, staff and premises. Warner Fences Installation teams are trained and accredited in the safety and hazard implications of working where children are present.

School fences
WARNER.

Security / Commercial Fences
See Through Security
Unless you want them to, Security Fences needn’t look like barricades – often they deter unwanted entrants psychologically, rather than physically. For the best security, a see-through fence enables a safe and outside visibility that will deter an intruder entering for fear of being seen and caught. Security Fences incorporating vertical bars are less likely to be a target for graffiti.

Warner Security Fences, combination of strength and style are incomparable. Tamper-proof constructions and connections create a secure perimeter solution.

Warner have installed numerous Security Fences on the perimeters of commercial venues and the enhancement value has been outstanding. Such sites have included: Hospitals, Golf Courses, Wineries, Multinational Corporations, Showrooms, Vehicle Dealerships, Apartment Buildings, Warehouse Developments, Retirement Villages, Hotel Complexes, Parks & Reserves and more.

Sliding, Swing or Cardiowave Security Gates can be installed to suit the needs of Commercial situations. These Gates can be incorporated with Warner Automation and Access Control Systems.
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Gates for Driveways

Gates have ornamental value in addition to functional value and are one of the first impressions visitors perceive of your property. Warner Driveway Gates have been designed to specifically meet your requirements to add value, appeal and security to your property. Privacy can be achieved with the various types of cladding that can be inserted into the metal gate frame.

Entry Gates provide some of the best security and peace of mind 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. Gates can do one of two things: they can greatly lengthen the time needed for a burglar to reach the house, or they can deter the burglar from trying to break into the premises in the first place. Warner Gates are fully welded and are available in Steel, Aluminium or Louvre. Various properties have space limitations but Warner Gates are able to be designed to cater for all situations from double Swing, single Swing, or Sliding.

For ease of entry into your property Warner Gates can supply Centurion Automatic Access opening equipment, including Swing, Linear, Underground and Sliding Motors.
Tongue & Groove
With the same look as traditional wooden tongue and groove, these gates are made of aluminum and then powder coated to give a great look over a long period of time. A contemporary and modern look, that lasts. Also the gates are relatively light making them swing better and perform longer. Tongue and Groove gates can be used in all situations from double swing, single swing, or sliding.

Balustrading
Warner Balustrades feature simple classical lines to add the finishing touch to your architecture. Alternatively in addition to maximizing the view, a Glass Balustrade will make the area it surrounds appear more spacious whilst providing safety on your balcony, deck, and stairs.

Warner Balustrades have been independently engineered to comply with the Safety from Falling NZ Building Code. Warner work very closely with Architects and Designers to ensure that your Balustrade meets the Building regulations enabling this finishing detail to your project to be completed efficiently to your satisfaction.

Warner Balustrades are installed by trained installers nationally and can be seen on large and small projects including Motels, Retirement Villages, Apartments, Residential and Commercial Properties.
Gates for Pathways

Warner Pathway Gates are available to match the complete range of Warner Fence designs. Pathway Gates range from the simple classic to the more elaborate option. For improved security and convenience Warner Pathway Gates can be fitted with European locks and hinges and can incorporate electronic opening by keypad or intercom.

No property is complete without one of Warner’s Pathway Gates. Whatever the situation, the Warner Pathway Gate range is able to complement every property. Warner Pathway Gates can include various infill panels to provide a more secluded area.

Louvre Style Fences & Gates

Semi-Visual Security
Wind Deflection
Privacy
Light Control

Warner manufacture and install visually appealing modern Louvre solutions for courtyards, carports, driveways or pathway entrances. Louvres provide wind protection, privacy and security of property and children.

Warner Louvre Fences and Gates are manufactured from low maintenance aluminium material, providing long life, especially suitable for seaside locations.

Solid Panel Fences

Security
Wind Deflection
Privacy

Alternatively choose a Warner Solid Panel Fence. Built to last, this unique solid fence system will add a beautiful and secure finishing touch to your home.

Louvre gates & solid fence panels

Warner manufacture and install visually appealing modern Louvre solutions for courtyards, carports, driveways or pathway entrances. Louvres provide wind protection, privacy and security of property and children.
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These illustrations are a selection of the fences, gates and hardware available. There are many more design options available. Please ask your local Warner franchisee.

These designs are protected by copyright. Note that is not part of the finished product.
All automation equipment is supplied by Centurion Systems. Centurion Systems is one of the world’s most reliable and innovative Gate Automation and Access Control Systems.

These illustrations are a selection of the fences, gates and hardware available. There are many more design options available. Please ask your local Warner franchisee.

These designs are protected by copyright. Note that © is not part of the finished product.
WHERE YOU WILL FIND US

Whangarei + Northland  Bay of Plenty
Hibiscus Coast  Palmerston North + Central North Island
Auckland North Shore  Hawkes Bay
Auckland West  Taranaki
Auckland Central  Wellington
Auckland East  Nelson + Marlborough
Auckland South  Canterbury
Waikato  Otago + Southland
Exports
Warner Fences export the full range of products to pacific locations.
Contact Warner Head Office info@warnerfences.co.nz

Contact Us
We trust that this catalogue has assisted you in making a more informed decision to purchase the most suitable Fence, Gate or Balustrade solution for your project.

Please make contact with us to obtain further advice, consultancy, designs and a measure and quote New Zealand wide.

Phone 0800 353 500
info@warnerfences.co.nz
www.warnerfences.co.nz

Finishing Options
Popular Powdercoat colours.

- Satin Black
- Matt Black
- Charcoal
- New Ironsand
- Grey Pearls
- Sandstone Grey
- Silver Pearl
- New Denim Blue
- Titan
- Off White
- Rangoon Green
- Karaka
- Permanent Green

Other colours are available. For a larger selection of colours or a better representation of these colours, please refer to your local Warner franchisee.